Website: http://www.acdauk.org.uk

Email: infoacda@googlemail.com

The Rt. Hon David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London,
SW1A 2AA
21 June 2014
Dear Mr Cameron
A plea to help us end Caste-based Discrimination
“Caste-based ignorance, hatred, fear and suffering, a fact of life for hundreds of thousands of people,
also affects the lives of people in the United Kingdom”
Navi Pillay, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, 6 November 2013, House of Lords.
This afternoon across the street on Richmond Terrace, the Anti Caste Discrimination Alliance joined
in solidarity with cross-interest, cross-faith UK organisations (including those representing
Ambedkarites, Buddhists, Christians, Muslims, Ravidassia and Valmikis) and around the world in a
day of global action to bring governments to commit to Ending Caste-based Discrimination.
We wish to bring the following to your attention:
- Our demand is that Section 9(5)a of the Equality Act 2010 be brought into force with no
further procrastination. We believe the Department for Media Culture and Sports (DCMS) is
being disingenuous in its stalling tactics in bringing into force the UK’s law on Caste-based
discrimination that Parliament agreed in April 2013. We ask that you personally intervene in
this matter (see Joint Statement to Government at Annex A).
There are a reported 4,303,978 South Asians in the UK (2011 Census for England, Wales and
Northern Ireland and 2001 figures for Scotland). We estimate that least 20% could be so-called Dalits
i.e. 860,976. If a small 5% experience discrimination in the workplace, there could be some 43,000
potential victims (see Annex B). We surveyed 300 Dalits in 2009. Our report found that:
 9% missed promotion at work
 9% experienced verbal abuse
 7% of under 12-year -olds faced threatening behaviour and 16% verbal abuse, 10% of
perpetrators were teachers and 42% fellow pupils
 58% had faced discrimination because of their Caste
 80% said that police would not understand if Caste-based discrimination was reported to
them.
The DCMS says it is considering two issues which have developed and which have potential
implications for the consultation that has been delayed until Autumn 2014. It is very clear that the
first of the two issues (quantative research) has not just developed recently. Indeed, it was redundant
by September 2013 when the Equality and Human Rights Commission with the full knowledge of
DCMS decided not to carry out the research into the extent of Caste discrimination in Britain. The
second given reason for the delay is the Employment Tribunal’s December 2013 ruling in the Tirkey
vs Chandok case. This is ongoing litigation and is transparently a threadbare excuse not to implement
law and provide the legal certainty that so many are crying out for;

- We request that you add not just your voice but your clout to our Stop Caste Rape campaign
and the Battle Plan to stop rape as a weapon of war announced by Foreign Secretary, Mr
Hague and Special Envoy of UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Angelina Jolie on 10, June,
is expanded to include Caste-based rape. For a country that is not regarded a Conflict Zone, in
India for example, a rape is reported three times on average each hour. It is a place where
‘punishment rape’ is a norm - rapes committed to doubly stigmatise victims, meaning not only
to violate but to render victims unmarriageable - thanks to khandaan (family honour), a
concept you know from so-called forced marriages on which your Government has recently
legislated.
“Caste-based rape and violence against Dalit women and girls is escalating as we fight to claim
justice. The amount of cases is growing and the brutality of the crimes becoming increasingly severe.
Systems of justice meant to protect Dalit women at the national level are completely failing us. We
are asking for immediate loud and clear global support in our struggle.” Asha Kowtal, who led a
delegation of Dalit women to the UN Human Rights Council on 17 June 2014 following the
publication of a report by Rashida Manjoo, UN Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women
following her visit to India in 2013.
After an over-400 strong protest outside London’s India High Commission on 4 June, UK
organisations delivered a letter to India’s Prime Minister (at Annex C). This followed two teenage
girls’ horrific gang rape and lynchings in India this May and the never-ending litany of similar
heinous crimes reported in the world’s press;
- We request our government to support our call for an end to Caste-based Discrimination.
This crime against social justice affects over 260 million people globally. We request that the
Foreign Office, the Department for Business Innovation and Skills, DCMS and the Department
for International Development set out in one document what actions and initiatives they are
taking to end Caste-based discrimination, here and abroad. Caste was not left behind in the
subcontinent. Wherever the diaspora went, it imported Caste discrimination. Although the
Indian Constitution prohibits discrimination and violence against Dalits (once given the loathsome
name of Untouchables) people, in reality, crimes against them are a daily occurrence. These atrocities
include violence, sexual assault and rape. The dominant castes employ them as social mechanisms to
humiliate entire Dalit communities and to remind them to know their place. Key facts at Annex D;
and
- We request our Government’s policy makers adopt and integrate the draft UN Principles
and Guidelines for the Effective Elimination of Discrimination based on Work and Descent into
their anti discrimination, human rights and employment policy development frameworks.
These guidelines provide a comprehensive legal framework developed by the UN Human Rights
Council to eliminate Caste discrimination globally.
It would be helpful to have an opportunity to meet with you to discuss these issues and enlighten you
about how Caste-based discrimination affects potentially hundreds of thousands of British citizens.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Raj Chand (Chair), Ms Santosh Dass, MBE (Vice Chair), Mr Ravi Kumar (General Secretary),
Mr Sat Paul (Assistant General Secretary), Mr Lekh Pall (Treasurer)
Anti Caste Discrimination Alliance Team
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ANNEX A – Joint Statement
CASTE DISCRIMINATION LAW
Joint Statement to the Coalition Government that strongly calls on the Government to
implement the law on Caste-based discrimination in the UK without further delay
1. This Joint Statement by organisations (listed at Annex A):
a. Finds the Government is being disingenuous in the two reasons given for the delay
in launching the first of the consultations on Caste discrimination (in a response by
Lord Ahmad to a Parliamentary Question (PQ) tabled by Lord Avebury – Annex B)
Lord Ahmed says, “The Government is currently considering two issues which have
developed and which have potential implications for the consultation.” It is very clear that
the first of the two issues has not just developed recently. It became redundant in
September 2013 when the EHRC with the full knowledge of Government decided not to
carry out the research into the extent of Caste discrimination in Britain (see paragraphs 27 below). The second reason given is the Employment Tribunal’s December 2013 ruling
in the Tirkey vs Chandok case. This is ongoing litigation and cannot be used as an excuse
not to implement law agreed by Parliament in April 2013 to make clear that Caste is one
of the protected characteristics (see paragraphs 8-13 below);
b. Demands legal certainty by calling on the Government to bring into force Section
9(5)a of the Equality Act 2010 without further unnecessary delay; and
c. Seeks an urgent meeting with the Secretary of State, Department for Culture Media
and Sport, to discuss our concerns about the delay in implementation of the law on
Caste discrimination.
EHRC research into the extent of Caste and discrimination in the UK
2. In its Caste legislation implementation timetable, the Government’s Equality Office
(GEO) stated `Drawing on research including published reports and, as appropriate,
work being undertaken by the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC), a public
consultation will be prepared setting out the Government’s proposals for Caste
discrimination legislation as provided for in Section 9 of the Equality Act 2010. The
consultation will in particular include proposals for whether and how “caste” should be
defined in the legislation, and will seek to identify any legislative exceptions that may be
necessary” This suggests that the consultation is to be based on published research and, as
appropriate, the EHRC research. The EHRC research Caste in Britain commissioned in
September 2013 at the request of the Government and in discussion with Government
was published in February 2014. We are aware that the government were informed from
the outset, in September 2013, that the quantitative element was not being commissioned
by the EHRC. So nine months later – this is not an issue which has developed recently.
3. In a letter (at Annex C) to Lord Harries of Pentregarth 13 May 2014, Baroness O'Neill
Chair of the EHRC has explained why quantitative research was not commissioned in
September 2013 “We decided not to go ahead with work on a second stage largely
because there was no very obvious way of obtaining robust data. It is difficult not only
because of the complexity and multidimensionality of the Caste system and the very large
numbers of distinct Castes; because of uneven awareness and understanding of Caste
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affiliations; but because of reluctance by some to disclose membership, not least because
some people feel that in coming to the UK they have left Caste behind.” We are not asking
for disclosure of caste membership that would identify the individual or their Caste.
Whilst we accept Baroness O'Neill's point (above) that some people feel they have left
Caste behind, there are clearly others who feel victimised and need to be protected by
implementation of the law.
4. There is no doubt about the existence of Caste and Caste-based discrimination in the UK.
This is evident in the various testimonies, academic studies and reports since 2004
submitted to Government by the Anti Caste Discrimination Alliance, CasteWatchUK,
Dalit Solidarity Network UK, Federation of Ambedkarite and Buddhist Organisations
UK, Voice of Dalit International UK. Indeed these reports and the Government’s own
commissioned reports by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research
(NIESR) and the EHRC have highlighted that Caste features in varying degrees in the
lives of the South Asian Diaspora. Both NIESR and the EHRC have been robust in their
position that there are major methodological difficulties in trying to quantify the extent of
Caste discrimination - even with a very costly study.
5. In the same letter Baroness O’Neill added that when Caste discrimination is brought into
effect, it would form part of the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) but “ it would not be
necessary for public bodies to start collecting data on Caste membership, since there are
specific ways of limiting that requirement for data. In addition it would not be essential to
know the incidence of such discrimination, since the crucial matter in showing that
unlawful discrimination has taken place is to establish the basis of decisions.” This
indicates that the bringing the law into effect is not dependent on a quantitative study.
6. Lord Ahmad in the PQ reply also notes the difficulties with carrying out quantative
research and says that Government is looking at how to proceed with the consultation
with this in mind. Again this is disingenuous. There is nothing in the Government’s Caste
discrimination legislation timetable to indicate that the first public consultation expected
in February/March was dependent on having quantative research to hand: “Separately,
work will also be undertaken to determine information about the extent of Caste
discrimination in Britain that can be used as a comparative baseline for any future
consideration of the effectiveness of Caste legislation”.
7. So we do not therefore, accept the Government’s first reason for delay to the consultation
- an issue "which has developed" as per Lord Ahmad's answer to Lord Avebury’s PQ.
Employment Tribunal - Tirkey vs Chandok
8. The second reason the Government has given for delaying the consultation on Caste law
is the “recent case law to consider whether and how it may affect the way in which we
[the Government] implement the legislation” - Tirkey vs Chandok.
9. The Employment Tribunal (ET) ruling in the Tirkey vs Chandok case was in the context
of a preliminary hearing. The judge had allowed the claimants to add Caste
Discrimination to the original claims of race and religious discrimination. The
respondents applied to have the claim of Caste Discrimination struck out on the grounds
that the ET had no jurisdiction to hear a claim of Caste discrimination.
4

10. There has not yet been a hearing on the merits of the case. This will not happen until the
issue of whether Caste Discrimination can also be dealt with has been addressed. If
appeal is granted, the respondents can then proceed with their appeal on the point of
whether the ET can hear the claim of Caste Discrimination. It is only once that issue has
been disposed of will the case proceed to a merits hearing.
11. It is therefore premature for anyone – including Government and lawyers - to suggest that
a preliminary ruling in an ET case is decisive of whether Caste is already part of race.
Whatever the outcome of the appeal on this point (assuming it goes ahead) that outcome
in turn could be appealed, theoretically right up to the Supreme Court. Therefore, whether
race as it currently stands can be construed to include Caste may well be argued and ruled
on again. The Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) may make an Article 267 reference to
the Court of Justice of the European Union (EU) as to the scope of the EU Race
Directive. That could take many months. The outcome may be the same, or different as
the ET. Either way, the EAT ruling in turn may be appealed. This ongoing litigation is a
clear example of why the legislation on Caste-based discrimination is needed to provide
legal certainty without further unnecessary delay.
12. Years before the Tirkey vs Chandok ET, the first Caste related ET Begraj v Heer Manak,
in 2011 and the second Naveed v Aslam ET in 2012, both called for legal certainty (see
paper ‘Legislation against Caste Discrimination’ by Lord Lester of Herne Hill QC and
Emma Fenelon of the Odysseus Trust at Annex D). Legal certainly will mean:
a. the Courts and Tribunals and will not have to waste time and resources in
determining in relevant cases whether discrimination based on Caste is covered
legislation; and
b. employers and providers of services will be able to identify and understand the
sources of discrimination and have confidence to discuss Caste-related incidents
before they result in costly and long drawn-out (on both sides) legal cases that find
their way to the courts.
13. So in conclusion, what has happened so far in Tirkey vs Chandok is the beginning, not the
end. The Government should not use this case as an excuse not to implement the law
agreed by Parliament in April 2013 and make clear on the face of the legislation that
Caste is one of the protected characteristics.

June, 10, 2014
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Ambedkar Mission Society, Bedford
Anti Caste Discrimination Alliance
Anti Land Grab and Forced Displacement of People
Asian Rationalist Society, Britain
Asian Christian Minorities
Association for Community Cohesion
Bedford Asian Christian Association
Begumpura Foundation
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha Bedford
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha Birmingham
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha Coventry
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha London
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha Oxford
Bhagwan Valmik Sabha Southall
Bhagwan Valmik Temple Wolverhampton
British Asian Christian Council
British Organisation for People of Asian-origin
British Organisation Of People of Indian Origin
Buddha Dhamma Association, Southall
CasteWatchUK
Catholic Association for Racial Justice
Central Valmik Sabha UK
Christian Network Against Caste Discrimination
Dalit Solidarity Network UK
Dalit Freedom Network
Dr Ambedkar Memorial Trust, London
Dr. Ambedkar Action committee, Birmingham
Dr. Ambedkar Buddhist Organisation, Birmingham
Dr Ambedkar Memorial Committee of GB, Wolverhampton
Dr Ambedkar Mission Society, Glasgow, Scotland
Federation of Ambedkarite and Buddhist Organisations UK
Guru Ravidas Community Centre - Derby
Indian Workers Association GB
Indian Scheduled Caste Welfare Association
Indian Christian Concern
Indian Overseas Congress UK
International Asian Christian Forum
International Imam Hussain Council
KESRI LEHAR
National Liberal Party
Nations Without States
Punjab Buddhist Society, UK
Shri Guru Valmik Sabha International
Shri Guru Ravidass Sabha UK (SGRS-UK) umbrella body for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bedford - Gurudwara Ravidass Bhawan
Berkshire-Shri Guru Ravidass Sabha
Bilston-Sant Dera Baba Gobind Dass Temple(Ravidass)
Birmingham -Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha
Bradford-Gurudwara Shri Guru Ravidass
Darlaston-Shri Guru Ravidass Temple
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coventry- Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha, Jesmond Road
Coventry- Gurudwara Ravidass Temple 2, Foleshill,
Derby - Shri Guru Ravidass Temple
Derby- Shri Guru Ravidass Community Centre
Erith Kent -Shri Guru Ravidass Bhawan
Gravesend, Kent- Shri Guru Ravidass Temple
Hitchin/Letchworth - Shri Guru Ravidass,
Leicester- Shri Guru Ravidass Temple
Luton- Gurudwara Shri Guru Ravidass Sabha, Luton
Newham -Shri Guru Ravidass Bhawan
Southall -Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha
Southampton- Shri Guru Ravidass Bhawan
Strood - Shri Guru Ravidass Bhawan
Walsall -Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha
Willenhall -Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha
Wolverhampton- Gurudwara Ravidass Sabha
Glasgow- Shri Guru Ravidass Sabha

Southall Black Sisters
South Azerbaijan Independence Party
South Asia Solidarity Group
Voice of Dalit International UK
1984 Genocide Coalition
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ANNEX B – Joint Statement
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201314/ldhansrd/text/140506w0001.htm#14050626
002136

Caste Discrimination
Question
Asked by Lord Avebury
To ask Her Majesty’s Government, in the light of their announcement in July 2013 that the
consultation on caste legislation was expected in February or March 2014, why it has not yet
been issued.[HL6447]
Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon (Con): The Government is currently considering two issues
which have developed and which have potential implications for the consultation.
6 May 2014 : Column WA332
In February, the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) published helpful research
designed to inform the introduction of new legislation on caste, as outlined in the July 2013
announcement. However, that announcement said:
‘...work will also be undertaken to determine information about the extent of caste
discrimination in Britain that can be used as a comparative baseline for any future
consideration of the effectiveness of caste legislation.’
We had intended to reflect consideration of this work in the public consultation process.
However, further discussions between Government and the EHRC about the research needed
for it have revealed concerns that not only might this be difficult to commission successfully,
but it could be seen as intrusive and might have an adverse effect on good relations in the
relevant communities. We are therefore considering how best to proceed with the
consultation in the light of this.
Another recent development is the judgment in the Employment Tribunal case of Tirkey v
Chandok which concluded that there is already legal protection against caste discrimination
through the race provisions of the Equality Act 2010. We need to review recent case law to
consider whether and how it may affect the way in which we implement the legislation.
We would expect the public consultation document, including our conclusions on these
matters, to issue in the Autumn.
.
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ANNEX C – Joint Statement
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ANNEX D – Joint Statement

The Odysseus Trust

193
Fleet Street London EC4A 2AH
Tel: 020 7404 4712
www.odysseustrust.org

LEGISLATING AGAINST CASTE DISCRIMINATION
___________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
1. Section 9 (5) of the Equality Act 2010 provides that:
“A Minister of the Crown may by order—
(a) amend this section so as to provide for caste to be an aspect of race;
(b) amend this Act so as to provide for an exception to a provision of this Act
to apply, or not to apply, to caste or to apply, or not to apply, to caste in
specified circumstances.”
2. Section 97 of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 requires the
Government to prohibit caste discrimination by making it an aspect of race
discrimination within the meaning of the Equality Act 2010.

The Law
3. The UK is party to the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of
Racial Discrimination (CERD). Article 1 of the CERD defines “racial
discrimination” to mean “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference
based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin…” The UN Committee
on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination monitors the implementation of the
CERD by State parties and publishes General Recommendations explaining its
meaning.
4. In 2002 the UN Committee made a General Recommendation on descent
explaining that;
“discrimination based on ‘descent’ includes discrimination against members
of communities based on forms of social stratification such as caste and
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analogous systems of inherited status which nullify or impair their equal
enjoyment of human rights.1”
5. The UN Committee therefore treats caste discrimination as within the definition
of discrimination prohibited by the CERD.

6. In 2011 the UN Committee observed in relation to the UK that :“While noting the assertion of the State party that there is no evidence in the
State party of the existence of caste-based discrimination to any significant
extent in the fields covered by the Convention, the Committee has received
information from non governmental organizations and from recent research
studies commissioned by State party institutions that such discrimination and
harassment in violation of the rights to work, to education and to the supply
of goods and services does exist in the State party (article 2)”
“... [T]he Committee recommends that the Minister responsible in the State
party invoke section 9(5)(a) of the Equality Act 2010 to provide for caste to be
an aspect of race in order to provide remedies to victims of this form of
discrimination. The Committee further requests the State party to inform the
Committee of developments on this matter in its next periodic report.”2

Judicial Interpretation
7.

In August 2011 the first employment tribunal case involving complaints of castebased discrimination collapsed when the Judge recused herself after a 36 day
hearing. 3 As a result there was no determination of the complaints in spite of the
great expense that had been incurred.

8.

In 2012, an employment tribunal rejected a claim for caste discrimination for two
reasons :
i. the Government has not yet exercised its power to amend the
Equality Act to include caste discrimination within the
definition of race discrimination and
ii. the Claimant’s caste was the same as the caste of the
Respondent.4

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation 29(2002)
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Seventy-ninth session , 8 August-2 September 2011, Concluding
observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, UK and Northern Ireland
3 Begraj v Heer Manak Solicitors
4 Naveed v Aslam, Unreported November 26, 2012 (ET)
1
2
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9.

In a 2014 decision, a different employment tribunal considered that the
definition of “ethnic origin” within the meaning of the Equality Act 2010 was
arguably wide enough to include caste and on the facts of the case permitted the
Claimant to advance a caste discrimination claim.5 Both decisions were first
instance decisions and are therefore not determinative. The second decision did
not consider the argument that, since Parliament had decided that legislation
was needed, it would be inappropriate for the courts and tribunals to intervene.
These divergent decisions do make clear, however, that the law is uncertain
which is why Parliament decided that it required to be clarified by legislation.

Research
10. In 2010, the then Government commissioned the National Institute of Economic
and Social Research to conduct independent research to assess the nature, extent
and severity of caste prejudice, discrimination and harassment in Britain and the
implications for Government policy. The final report, published in December
2010, confirmed that evidence of caste-based discrimination exists in the UK in
the areas covered by the Equality Act 2010 – employment, education and the
provision of goods and services.
11. In February 2014, the Equality and Human Rights Commission published
research carried out by an independent team of academics and undertaken at the
Government’s request. 6 The aim was
a. to chart the background of Section 97 of the Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform Act and the emergence of the issue of caste within the
framework of British equality law;
b. to assess the lessons that can be drawn from legal approaches to caste
adopted in other jurisdictions; and
c. to consider how caste will work as a legal concept within the Equality
Act 2010.
The report concluded that discrimination against an individual because of
caste, including perception of caste, in education, employment, housing,
business or public services cannot be tolerated and should be included in the

Tirkey v Chandok and another (ET/3400174/2013)
EHRC Research Report 91, Caste in Britain: Socio-legal Review Meena Dhanda, Annapurna Waughray, David Keane, David
Mosse, Roger Green and Stephen Whittle; and EHRC Research Report 92,Caste in Britain: Experts' Seminar and Stakeholders'
Workshop Meena Dhanda, David Mosse, Annapurna Waughray, David Keane, Roger Green, Stephen Iafrati and Jessie Kate
Mundy
5
6
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protections against discrimination and harassment provided for in the
Equality Act 2010.

Consultation
12. The Government announced in July 2013 that a public consultation on caste
legislation was expected in February or March 2014. That announcement said
“separately, work will also be undertaken to determine information about the
extent of caste discrimination in Britain that can be used as a comparative
baseline for any future consideration of the effectiveness of caste legislation.”
13. In response to a Parliamentary Question tabled by Lord Avebury in May 2014,
the Government announced that they had intended to reflect this work (on the
extent of caste discrimination in order to establish a baseline) in the public
consultation process. The Government stated however, that;
“further discussions between Government and the EHRC about the research
needed for it have revealed concerns that not only might this be difficult to
commission successfully, but it could be seen as intrusive and might have an
adverse effect on good relations in the relevant communities”. In addition the
government cited the 2014 employment tribunal decision discussed above as
further reason to “review recent case law to consider whether and how it may
affect the way in which we implement the legislation”.

Response to the Government’s reasons for delay
(1) The need for further research to establish a comparative baseline
14. In its July 2013 announcement, the Government undertook to conduct further
research on the extent of caste discrimination “that can be used as a comparative
baseline for any future consideration of the effectiveness of caste legislation”.
Similar research was not necessary for the other protected characteristics in the
Equality Act 2010. It is not clear why the consultation should be delayed for this
reason. The statement suggests that, contrary to the will of Parliament, the
Government is not persuaded of the effectiveness of legislation against caste
discrimination.

(2) The Risk Of Adverse Effects On Good Relations In The Relevant Communities
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15. The Government has indicated its concern that research on the extent of caste
discrimination could be seen as intrusive and might have an adverse effect on
good relations in the relevant communities.
16. Caste discrimination, like other forms of discrimination, is a sensitive issue.
But that is no reason to refrain from outlawing this form of injustice and antisocial behaviour.
(3) The Need To Review The Case Law
17. Until caste is explicitly included as an aspect of race within the Equality Act
2010, the question as to whether caste discrimination is prohibited will remain
a matter for UK courts and tribunals, as it was in the case of discrimination
against Sikhs7 and Jews8.
18. Resolving the question of whether caste discrimination is prohibited as an
aspect of race discrimination would involve the great expense and delay in
pursuing a test case to the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom. Parliament
decided that it was more appropriate to legislate to deal with the problem so
as to avoid unnecessary delay and expensive litigation.
LORD LESTER OF HERNE HILL QC
EMMA FENELON

Mandla (Sewa Singh) v Dowell Lee [1982] UKHL 7 (24 March 1982)
R (on the application of E) (Respondent) v (1) JFS Governing Body (2) Admissions Panel of JFS (Appellants) : R (on the application of E)
(Respondent) v (1) JFS Governing Body (2) Admissions Panel of JFS (Appellants) & ORS (United Synagogue) - [2009] UKSC 15
7
8
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ANNEX B
Caste-based Discrimination (CBD) in the UK
Government is disingenuous in its reasons for the delay in implementing the law agreed by
Parliament in 2013 to outlaw CBD in the face of:
-

Strong evidence of CBD in ACDA’s report Hidden Apartheid – Voice of the Community
(October 2009). Of the 300 responders in the ACDA report:
 9% missed promotion at work
 9% experienced verbal abuse
 7% of under 12-year -olds faced threatening behaviour and 16% verbal abuse; 10% of
perpetrators were teachers and 42% fellow pupils
 58% had faced discrimination because of their Caste
 80% said that police would not understand if CBD was reported to them
Examples of discrimination that came to light in ACDA’s report : elderly lady not
receiving care according to her care plan in a domiciliary care setting, a bus company
having to change its bus drivers’ shifts because of Caste differences, a secretary in a radio
station suffering CBD.
Since ACDA’s report there have been a number of Employment Tribunal cases including
the widely reported Begraj and Heer Manak case.

-

Strong evidence of CBD in the areas covered by the Equality Act in Government’s own
commissioned research by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research,
(NIESR) 2010, and more recently in Equality and Human Rights Commission’s report
`Caste in Britain’ in February 2014

-

Calls from UN’s Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in September
2011 that the UK Minister responsible invokes section 9(5)(a) of the Equality Act 2010.
This recommendation is also included in the final report of the 13th Universal Periodic
Review in May 2011

What’s the scale of the problem?


Caste affects the South Asian (people from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka)
Diaspora in the UK although Caste is not exclusively confined to that group.



There are a reported 4,303,978 South Asians in the UK (2011 Census report for
England, Wales and Northern Ireland and 2001 reported figures for Scotland). We
estimate that least 209 per cent could be so-called Dalits i.e. 860,976.
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20% has been used as an assumption based on: (a) Dr Gurharpal Singh’s assessment in his
book Sikhs in Britain ,2006, stated that at least a third of Sikhs in Britain are so-called Dalits.
(b) The numbers of Dalits in the India as per the percentage of the total population are 25% .
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NIESR’s research, academic papers and case studies by ACDA for example, found that
generally it is the Dalits who are subjected to Caste-based discrimination. If a small 5 per
cent of estimated numbers of Dalits in the UK are discriminated against because of their
Caste in the workplace, that means that there could be up to 43,049 potential victims.

Why the legislation needs to brought into force with further delay


Legislation will provide structures for redress and has preventive and educational effects
for people of all Castes



Once an absolute clear rule is established using the power contained in Section 9(5)a we
will have the clarity of law required. The Courts and Tribunals will not have to waste
time and resources in determining in relevant cases whether a particular religion or faith
is covered by the legislation



Employers and providers of services will be able to identify and understand the sources of
discrimination, This will give the confidence to discuss Caste-related incidents before
they result in costly and long drawn-out (on both sides) legal cases that find their way to
the courts



People will understand what is acceptable behaviour and treatment in the workplace, and
in receipt of or delivery of public services. Similarly those providing employment and
services will know what is expected.
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ANNEX C
Shri Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
4th June 2014

Dear Prime Minister
We the undersigned women’s organizations, South Asian community organizations and Dalit
and anti-caste discrimination organizations in Britain are writing to you to express our acute
concern about the ongoing horrific attacks on Dalit and oppressed caste women and children
across India, including most recently, the appalling gang-rape and lynching of two girls aged
14 and 15 in Badaun, Uttar Pradesh, on Wednesday 28th May. Only two months earlier,
four teenage Dalit girls aged 13-18 were raped by ‘higher caste’ landowners in Bhagana
in Haryana, and the survivors are still fighting for the arrest of the rapists.
We note that:
These caste/gender atrocities are not confined to one state but have been occurring across the
country - from Bathani Tola and Bathe in Bihar to Khairlanji and Khadra in Maharashtra.
These are taking place with the collusion of the police as recently highlighted by the UN
Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women. In many cases the police themselves are the
perpetrators.
There has also been collusion by public prosecutors and the judiciary, which has led to
acquittals of the guilty.
Public figures who have been responsible for rapes and murders of minority, Dalit and
Adivasi women have been rewarded and promoted – two of many examples are
Muzaffarnagar-accused Sanjeev Baliyan, now made a central government Minister, and
Police Superintendent Ankit Garg awarded for gallantry after supervising the rape and torture
of Soni Sori.
We urge you therefore to ensure that:
In the Badaun case: The police involved in the rape-murders must be prosecuted:
In the FIR lodged by the police, the culprit policemen have been charged
only
with abetment (120B) whereas they should be named as the accused and
Section 166A (which refers to police and other public servants refusing to do their duties)
also should be invoked in the case. The government must take measures to guarantee the
security of the families of the victims since police are among the accused.
In the Bhagana case: The eviction today from Jantar Mantar of the rape survivors and
their families who have been forced to protest in Delhi for many weeks must be stopped.
Their demands must immediately be met: all those named by the survivors must be arrested;
the Dalit community in Bhagana must be given land and guaranteed security as is their right;
full compensation must be provided to the Bhagana rape survivors.
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In the cases of the Bathani Tola and Bathe massacres and mass rapes carried out by the
Ranvir Sena in Bihar: all those convicted on the evidence of eyewitness survivors have been
subsequently acquitted by the Patna High Court. These acquittals must be overturned. The
Amir Das Commission investigating the Ranveer Sena which was hastily disbanded before it
could make its findings public, must be reinstated.
Sanjeev Baliyan who is a main accused in the Muzaffarnagar riots and mass rapes of
Muslim women in U.P. (and has continued to break the law, taking out inflammatory victory
processions against Prohibitory Orders) must be removed from his post as Minister of State
for Agriculture and Food Processing in the central government immediately.
The Atrocities Act which is specifically designed to address caste violence must be
applied in all cases of caste/gender violence against SCs and STs.
Yours sincerely,
Sarbjit Johal, Freedom Without Fear Platform
Amrit Wilson, South Asia Solidarity Group
Santosh Dass, Federation of Ambedkarite and Buddhist Organisations (UK)/ACDA
Ravi Kumar, Anti Caste Discrimination Alliance
Davinder Prasad, British Organisation of People of Asian Origin
Bholi Randhawa, Shri Guru Ravi Dass Mission International (Kanshi TV)
Desraj Bunger, Sri Guru Ravidass Sabha, UK, Europe and Abroad
Satpal Muman, CasteWatch UK
Faquir Chand Sahota, Central Valmik Sabha (UK)
Eugene Culas, Voice of Dalit International
Pastor Raj, Minority Christian International Federation
Baljit Banga, Newham Asian Women’s Project
Pragna Patel, Southall Black Sisters
Sumanta Roy, Imkaan
Anjum Mouj, Rape Crisis England and Wales
Balvinder Saund, Sikh Women's Alliance UK
Shahida Choudhury,Women’s Networking Hub
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ANNEX D
World Council of Churches
http://www.overcomingviolence.org/en/resources/campaigns/women-against-violence/nowwe-are-fearless/dalit-fact-sheet.html
Now We Are Fearless: Facts about Dalit Women
There are 260 million Dalit people around the world, 166,635,700 of whom live in India.
Dalit people are at the bottom of a hierarchical caste system determined by birth.
Although Indian law prohibits discrimination and violence against Dalit people, in reality
atrocities are a daily occurrence.


13 Dalits are murdered each week.



5 Dalit homes are burnt each week.



6 Dalit people are kidnapped or abducted each week.



21 Dalit women raped each week.

It is estimated that a crime is committed against a Dalit person every 18 minutes. The
problem not the law but the lack of political will, at local and national levels, to apply these
laws. In 2006, the official conviction rate for Dalit atrocity cases was just 5.3%.
Social discrimination is also a major problem. Dalit people are considered ‘untouchable’;
most higher caste people would not marry a Dalit, invite them into their home or share food
with them.


Dalit children sit separately from other children in schools. Almost 1 out of
every 3 government school in rural areas prohibit children from sitting together.



Dalits are prevented from entering police stations in 27.6% of rural villages,



Public health workers refuse to enter Dalit homes in 1 out of 3 rural villages,



Almost half of Dalit villages are denied access to water sources,



Dalit and non-Dalit people cannot eat together in 70% of rural villages

Dalit women experience triple discrimination based on their caste, their economic situation
and their gender.


70% of Dalit women are illiterate in rural India



Thousands of girls are forced into prostitution before they reach puberty.

The International Dalit Solidarity Network states “ Violence, including sexual assault, is
used by dominant castes as a social mechanism for humiliating entire Dalit
communities.”
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